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1. Introduction. The space Hp is defined to be the class of all

functions / =/(z) which are regular on the interior of the unit circle

and such that sup0gr<i Jl' \f(rei9)\pd9 < «>. For arbitrary fGHp we

. then define ||/[| = sup0gr<i((l/27r) f2o\f(.reie)\pd6y'p, which we shall

call the "norm of/." We note here that the norm so defined is not a

norm in the usual sense when 0<p<l, in view of the fact that the

triangular law does not hold in this case. However, A. E. Taylor

[l]1 has shown that when 1 ̂ p, Hp is a Banach space, hence in that

case it really is a norm. When 0<p<l, Hp becomes a complete, per-

fectly separable, linear topological space under the topology: UQHP

is open in case for arbitrary/<,G U it is true 3r >09£/[||/-/0|| <r] (a

sphere of radius r about /o) lies in U. In fact Hp is linearly homeo-

morphic to a closed subspace of Lp[0, 2ir], where M. M. Day [2] has

defined the topology of Lp[0, 2ir]. M. M. Day [2] has shown that

(Lp[0, 27r])*, the class of linear functionals on Lp[0, 2ir], is void save

for the zero functional, whence one might suspect the same to be

true of (Hp)*, the class of linear functionals on Hp. This, however,

is not the case. Defining yn,z(f) =fM(z)/nl, we show that yn,z(£(Hp)*

for all z9|z| <1 and ra = 0, 1, • • • . Hence, not only does Hp have

nonzero functionals, but there exists a countable collection of such

functionals which will distinguish members of Hp. As a result it then

makes sense to speak of weak convergence in Hp, where weak con-

vergence is defined in Hp just as in any normed linear space. It is

shown that any family $C.HP for which y(f) is bounded in/Eg for

each yE(üp)* has the property that when considered as a family de-

fined on any compact subset of the unit circle it is a uniformly

bounded family. As a direct result of this, we then find that a weakly

convergent sequence in Hp converges uniformly on any compact sub-

set of the unit circle to its weak limit.

2. Inequalities. The following inequalities, valid for 0<p<l, are

easily established by a consideration of the function (\-\-tp)/{\-\-t)p,
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J = 0:

(1)

(2)

(a + b)p g ap + bp,

(ap + bpy'p = 2"-p»p(a + b)

a^O.b^O,

a^0,bt0.
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However, Theorem 19, p. 28 of [3] yields (1), while Theorem 13

(2.8.4), p. 24 of the same reference yields (2) by letting k and b of

that reference be respectively p and unity, and the c's of that refer-

ence be a and b of (2) above. From the definition of the norm in

Hp, 0<p<l, and (1) it is then clear that if/and g are in Hp we have

(3) ii/+^iip = ii/iip+yp-

Inequality (2) yields (||/l|,,+||«||',)1'»^2<1-''»»(||/||'+||g||), whence we

obtain from (3)

(4) ||/+g|| = 2^)/"(||/|| + ||g||).

It is to be noted that (3) insures the continuity of the norm in

Hp, 0<p<l. Unless otherwise stated, we shall henceforth assume

0<p<l.

3. The topology of Hp. In the introduction it was mentioned how

we topologize Hp so that it becomes a linear topological space (a

vector space which is a Hausdorff space in which addition and scalar

•multiplication are continuous operations in the space). We shall use

here those axioms set forth by W. Sierpinski [4] in defining a Haus-

dorff topological space.

Theorem 1. Hp is a linear topological space.

Proof. That Hp is a vector space is implied by either of the inequal-

ities (3) or (4) and the obvious homogeneity of the norm. It is clear

that the union of any number of open sets is open and the intersec-

tion of any two open sets is open. We note that the spheres in H" are

open sets as a direct consequence of (3). As a result of this, inequality

(3) or (4), and the fact that if the norm of an element of Hp vanishes

then the element is necessarily the zero element of Hp, we conclude

that the Hausdorff separation axiom holds in Hp. The continuity of

addition and scalar multiplication in Hp is a direct consequence of

(3) and (4).

Theorem 2. IffGHp, then

f // v f <      11/11 * * V 'i/(z)  =-i—i-> 2 < 1-
u  1   (l - \z\yp 1 1

Proof. We may suppose f^O. By virtue of F. Riesz's decomposi-

tion theorem [5] we may write /(z) =g(z)h(z), where h(z) is regular

and bounded by unity on |z| <1, and g(E.Hp with ||g|f =||/|| and g(z)

5^0 on |z| <1. Thus it is clear that [g(z)]p may be defined properly

so that it is a member of H1. By Cauchy's integral formula
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1  C2T [g{pe»)\*Pe»de        ,   , /f

g{z) I" = j^nrQ;Jo 's(peU>) ^Pdd)

Thus

Thus |/(z)|p^(1/(1-|z|))-||/||p, the desired conclusion.

An arbitrary linear topological space X will be said to be complete

in case every Cauchy sequence in X has a limit in X ({xn} CZX is a

Cauchy sequence in case lim„,m=00 (xn — xm)=0).

Theorem 3. Hp is complete.

A proof of the completeness of Hp for 1 £p is to be found in A. E.

Taylor's paper [l], and the proof is trivially modified for our case

when 0<p<l when we note the preceding theorem.

M. M. Day [2] has denned a topology over Lp[0, 2tt] which is

equivalent to the following definition: a set UQLp[0, 2ir] is said to be

open in case for arbitrary <poE£7 it is true 3r>03£*[||<P— <Po\\ <r]

lies in U, where for arbitrary <pGLp[0, 2tt], ||tf>|| = ((l/2ir)

■P^\d}{d)\pdB)^p. ThatZ>[0, 2tt] is a linear topological space is seen

just as it was that Hp is a linear topological space.

Theorem 4. H" is equivalent to a closed subspace of Lp[0, 2w]

(that is, 3 an algebraic isomorphism T of Hp onto a closed subspace of

Lp[0, 2ir], the isomorphism being norm preserving).

Proof. F. Riesz [l ] has shown that if fGHp, then linw f(reu)

exists almost everywhere on [0, 27r], and moreover, if we designate

lim^i/fre") as/(e*) we have/(ctf)GI.p[0, 2t] and ||/|| =||/(e<9)||, that

is, / as a member of H" has the same norm as f(eie) has as a member

of Lp[0, 2ir]. We then define T(f) =f(eu). That r is 1:1 is clear from

the norm preserving property of T. That the range of V is closed is

clear since a Cauchy sequence in the range of T maps into a Cauchy

sequence in Hp.

Theorem 5. Hp is perfectly separable (satisfies the second axiom of

countability).

Proof. The proof that Lp[0, 2x], 0<p<l, is separable is prac-

tically the same as the proof when 1 £p< °°. As is the case in any
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metric space, separability in Lp[0, 2w] implies perfect separability,

whence every subset of Lp[0, 2ir] is likewise perfectly separable.

Letting R(T) be the range of T of Theorem 4, we see that R(T) is

perfectly separable. Since T is a homeomorphism of Hp onto R(T),

then Hp is perfectly separable.

4. Linear functionals. As in any normed linear space we have the

fact that if 7 is a distributive functional on Hp, then yG.(Hp)* if,

and only if, y is bounded on the unit sphere in Hp. We then topologize

(Hp)* just as is the conjugate space of any normed linear space, that

is, we define, for arbitrary yd(Hp)*, \\y\\ ^supj/n |y(/)|, and, as

in the case of an arbitrary normed linear space, we find that (Hp)* is a

Banach space.

Theorem 6. yn,zG(Hp)*, n = 0, 1, • • • , |z| <1, and

1170,11 =
(l - \z\yp

ii   ii ^ Pn-z
Tn.z   Si -i—i-> n > 0,

where

Pn,2 - [ I z I (1 - p) + pn.+ { [ I z I (1 - p) + pn\2

+ 4p\z\(pn+ l)}1'2]/2(/>«+ 1).

Proof. We may suppose »>0 since the case where n = 0 is merely

a direct consequence of Theorem 2. Let \z\ <p<l. Then, by

Cauchy's integral formula for the derivatives of a regular function we

have 7n,2(/) = (l/27r)/207(pei>e'W(pei9-2)*'+1, whence |y«,(/)|

£(p/(p- Iz\)B+1)--p)l/p), by virtue of Theorem 2. Thus it

is then clear that yn.,G(H')* and if |z|<p<l, then

=p/(p~ [ z| )n+1(l —p)1/p. The final conclusion of our theorem is then

obtained by minimizing the function p/(p — | z| )n+1(l — p)1/p on the

interval | z| <p < 1.

Corollary 1. There exists a countable collection of linear func-

tionals {t]„\ on Hp having the property that if f(E.Hp is not zero, then

3«3t7„(/)^0.

Proof. We need only choose rin=yn,e, where z is fixed. Another

collection {rjn} could be rjn=y0,zn, where |z„| <1 and {z„} is a se-

quence of distinct points having at least one limit point in the interior

of the unit circle.
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Theorem 7. Suppose % is a family of elements of Hp3y(f) is

bounded on 3= for each fixed y(E.(Hp)*. Then 3M>03

(a) \y(f)\=M\\y\\,

(b) /(«) hi-r-i-»
MWI    (l -M)1/p

(c) \y»M\ &M'L-j—ftttz-rrtrV*       « > 0,
Up»,-|zl)n+1(l-p)1/!,J

/or allf€.%.

Proof. In order to prove our theorem we shall have to make use of

Theorem 11, p. 19 of [6], which is:

Suppose E is a metric space, GQE is of second category in E,

and suppose that $= {$} is a family of real-valued and continuous

functions on E for which <p(x) is bounded above with respect to </>

for each fixed xGG. Then 3 a nontrivial sphere UQE on which

|(£(x)} are bounded uniformly from above.

We shall refer to this theorem as (I). We now define G^E^(HP)*.

Since (Hp)* is a Banach space, then (Hp)* is of second category in

itself by Baire's theorem. We define <pf(y) = | y(f) \, /G5S and let

4> = {<p}}. That <bf is continuous in y is clear since

I <Mt) - */(7') I ̂  */(7 - 7') = I y(f) -y'(f)\ = h - y'W • 11/11-
We now apply (I) to obtain some m>0, r >0, y3 on üVIIIy'-tII =r]>
<pf(y')-^m. Thus we see that in particular for the functional y'

= (ry/||7||)+7i where y is any nonzero member of (Hp)*, we have

<pj(y')£m, or merely \y'(f)\£m, or | (r*y (/)/||-y||) +y(f) \ £m, or

r17(f) I /INI :g 2m sinceYG^IIy-fN']. Then |-yCjO [ =a (2m/r)||-y||,
and letting M=2m/r we obtain conclusion (a). Conclusion (b) follows

immediately from (a) by letting 7=70|Z) and by noting Theorem 6.

Conclusion (c) follows from (a) by letting y=yn l and by noting

Theorem 6.

5. Weak convergence. We note that in view of Corollary 1 it makes

sense to talk of weak convergence in Hp. As in any normed linear

space we say that the sequence {/„} C.JTP converges weakly to/GHp,

written /„—>"/, in case limn=00 y(fn)=y(f) for every 7G(-H*)*. To be

sure, Corollary 1 guarantees the uniqueness of such a weak limit.

Theorem 8. If /„—>"/ in Hp, then limn=00 /n(z) =/(z) uniformly on

all compact subsets of the unit circle.

Proof. Since y(fn)-*y(f) for all y£.(H»)*, then {y(fn)} is bounded
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in n for each fixed y£.(HF)*. By conclusion (b) of the previous

theorem |/„(z)| g Af/(1 - | z| whence |/„(z)| ^ Af/(1 -p)1" on |z|

gp<l. Moreover yo,,(fn) —>7o,*(/), or what is the same thing /„(z)

—»/(z) on |z| <1. Thus by Vitali's theorem limn_„ /„(z) =/(z) uni-

formly on all compact subsets of |z| <p, where p<l, and hence

limn=00/„(z) =/(z) uniformly on all compact subsets of |z| <1.

Theorem 9. Suppose {/„} « a bounded sequence of elements of

Hp3limn=a T*,o(/n) =7*,o(/) for all k = 0, 1, • • • . TAew lim«.«, /n(z)

=/(z) uniformly on all compact subsets of the unit circle.

Proof. Let e>0 be given. Consider

!/.(*)-/(«)- 2>m(/»-/V Z)7*,o(/n ~/)z'

+ £   Ti,o(/n - /)2* Si p < 1.

Noting Theorem 6 we find that pk,o = pk/(pk-\-l), whence ||7*,o||

g ((pk +1) /pk) * (pk+1) "f. It is easily verified that JZt- i((pk + l) /pk)k
■ (pk + 1) 1/ppk converges. We now choose N3M 2~Lk-N+i ((pk + l)/pk)k

■ (pk-r-l)1/ppk<e/2, where M is a bound on {||/n— /||}. Thus, since

|7*,oOW)| ^\\ykA\-\\fn-f\\=M((pk+l)/pk)k(pk+_l)^, we find
that I XXat+i 7*,o(/n— f)zk\ <e/2. We now choose N3n>N implies

I Zf=o7*,o(/n—/)z*| <e/2 for all z3|z| ±Sp, as can well be accom-

plished since 7t,o(/n—/)-^0 by hypothesis. Thus, indeed |/n(z)— /(z)|

^e/2+e/2=e on |z| ^p for all n>N, which concludes the proof of

the theorem.
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